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This paper is a continuation of [S]; we preserve its notations. The num- 
bering of chapters, sections and references will continue that of [S]. In [5 J 
we have defined, for any connected reductive algebraic group G over an 
algebraically closed field k, a class G of irreducible perverse sheaves on G, 
called the character sheaves. In the case where k is an algebraic closure of 
the finite field F, and G is defined over F,, we may consider the subset 
C?(F,,) of G consisting of the character sheaves which are isomorphic to 
their inverse image under the Frobenius map F. Any character sheaf K in 
c(Fq) gives rise to a class function xK on G(F,) well defined up to mul- 
tiplication by a nonzero constant, as follows. We choose a definite 
isomorphism cp: F*Kr K, and we define xK( g) (g E G( F,), to be the alter- 
nating sum over i of traces of cp on the stalks of the cohomology sheaves 
3;” 
One expects [6, 13.71 that the class functions xK coincide with the 
“almost-characters” of G(F,) (see [6, 13.61) so that, in particular, they 
should form an orthogonal basis of the space of class functions on G(F,). 
Here, we shall try to prove the orthogonality relations for the class 
functions XK( g). We shall prove them only under an assumption on 
cuspidal character sheaves. Thus, here we have only a relative result; it is 
one step in an inductive proof which will be completed (in good charac- 
teristic) in another paper in this series. An important role in our arguments 
is played by certain class functions on the unipotent set of G(E;), called 
generalized Green functions, since they are closely related to the Green 
functions of [3] and [7]. 
We shall adhere to the notations in [4, Sect. 01. 
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7. STRONGLY CUSPIDAL COMPLEXES 
7.1. Let A be a perverse sheaf on G 
(7.1.1) We say that A is cuspiduf if it satisfies: 
(a) There exists an integer n > 1, invertible in k, such that A is 
G x Y”O,-equivariant for the action of G x Y”“, on G given by (g,, z): 
g-t~“goix,‘. 
(b) For any parabolic subgroup P $ G with Levi subgroup L, we 
have resA[-l]EgL”’ or, equivalently, dim supp Xi (res A) < -i for all 
i. (Here res: g%G + 9L is defined wit respect to P, L just as in 3.8; the 
assumptions on P, L made in 3.8 are not necessary for that definition.) 
The proof and conclusions of Proposition 3.12 remain valid: 
(7.1.2) If A is a irreducible cuspidal perverse sheaf on G, then there is a 
unique G x Zt-orbit Zc G and a unique irreducible G x S?“O,-equivariant 
local system d on C such that A = IC(c, 8)[d], extended to the whole of 
G, by 0 on G - C (where d = dim 2). Moreover, the image of C in G/2”O, is 
an isolated conjugacy class of G/S: and, for g E Z, the group S$( g)/%“o, is 
unipotent. 
It is easy to see that 
(7.1.3) In the set up of (7.1.2), (Z, 8’) is a cuspidal pair for G, in the 
sense of [4, 2.41. 
The converse is also true: 
(7.1.4) If (C, 8) is a cuspidal pair for G, in the sense of [4, 2.41 and 
d=dim C, then IC(z’, &)[d] extended to the whole of G, by 0 on G-Z is 
an irreducible cuspidal perverse sheaf on G in the sense of (7.1.1). 
(The proof is immediate, using [4, 2.2(a)].) We shall need the following 
variant of definition (7.1.1): 
(7.1.5) A perverse sheaf on G is said to be stronglv cuspidal if it satisfies 
condition (a) in (7.7.1) and if for any parabolic subgroup P $ G with Levi 
subgroup L, we have res A = 0 E $SY (where res is as in (7.1.1 )(b)). 
It is clear that if A is strongly cuspidal, then it is also cuspidal. 
On the other hand, if A is a character sheaf of G, then A is cuspidal in 
the sense of (7.1.1) if and only if it is cuspidal in the sense of 3.10. Using 
now 6.9(b), we see that 
(7.1.6) A character sheaf is cuspidal if and only if it is strongly cuspidal. 
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We now consider the following data on G: 
(7.1.7) P is a parabolic subgroup of G with Levi subgroup L and 
unipotent radical U,, and &, is an irreducible cuspidal perverse sheaf on L. 
Let rcP be the canonical projection P + L. Consider the diagram 
where V,=((g,h)~GxGlh-‘gh~P}, 
Vs= {(g,hP)eGx(G/P) 1 h-‘gheP}, 4g, h) = M-‘gh), 
n’( g, h) = (g, w, 7f’(g,h)=h. 
There is a well-defined perverse sheaf K, E A?V, such that iiKo = E’K, 
(cf. 4.1); we define 
K= (d’)!K,. (7.1.9) 
Then K is a semisimple object of A’G, (see (4.3.1)). Note that K is obtained 
by inducing (see 4.1) K, from P to G; the assumptions on P, L made in 4.1 
are not necessary for the definition of induction. 
(7.1.10) The irreducible perverse sheaves on G which appear as 
irreducible components of K (for various P, L, K. as in (7.1.7)) are called 
the “admissible complexes” of G. 
This definition is the same (up to shift and extension by 0) as that in 
[4, 4.11. 
(7.1.11) The irreducible perverse sheaves on G which appear as 
irreducible components of K in (7.1.9) (for various P, L, K, as in (7.1.7) 
and with K, assumed to be strongly cuspidal for L) are called the “strongly 
admissible complexes” of G. 
(7.1.12) The class V of irreducible perverse sheaves on G which appear 
as irreducible components of K in (7.1.9) (for various P, L, K, as in (7.1.7) 
and with K, assumed to be a cuspidal character sheaf of L) coincides with 
the class of character sheaves of G. 
Indeed, the class % considered in (7.1.12) is contained in the class of 
character sheaves on G, by 4.8(b). Conversely, let A be a character sheaf of 
G. If A is cuspidal, then A is clearly in %? (take P = L = G, K, = A). If A is 
not cuspidal, then there exist PI L as in (7.1.7) P $ G, such that 
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res A # 0, (res defined with respect to P, L, G). By 6.9(a), there exists a 
character sheaf A’ of L and a nonzero morphism res A -+ A’ in 53L. We 
may assume (by induction) that A’ is in the class ‘% (defined in terms of L, 
instead of G). From 4.4(d) it follows that there is a nonzero morphism 
A -find A’ in LSG (ind is delined with respect to P, L, G). Hence A is a 
direct summand of ind A’, (see 4.8(b)). But transitivity of induction shows 
that by inducing a complex in %? (with respect to L) to G one obtains a 
complex which is direct sum of complexes in %? (with respect to G). Hence 
A is in S”, as required. 
In particular, we see that for an irreducible perverse sheaf A on G we 
have the following implications: 
(7.1.13) A character sheaf =+ A strongly admissible complex =S A 
admissible complex. 
(7.1.14) Now let P, L. K,, be as in (7.1.7) and let Vi, VZ, K,, K be 
defined in terms of P, L. K,, as in (7.1.8), (7.1.9). We also consider another 
set of data P’, L’, Kb of the same type as P, L, K, and define V’, , Vl, K’, , K 
in terms of P’, L’, Kb in the same way as V, , V?, K are defined in terms of 
P, L, Kc,. 
With these notations, we have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Assume that K,,, Kb are strongly cuspidal. Assume also 
that for an isomorphism f: L 3 L’ which can be realized by conjugation b-v an 
element of G, we have Hf.( L, K, @,f *Kb) = 0 ,for all i. (This condition is 
automatically satisfied tf L, L’ are not conjugate in G). Then, for any 
irreducible components A of K and A’ of K’ we have 
H;.(G, A@A’)=O for all i. 
Proof Since K, K’ are semisimple objects of J%‘G and Ht. commutes 
with direct sums, it is enough to show that H:.( G, KO K’) = 0 for all i, or 
equivalently that 
H:(X, R) = 0 for all i; (7.2.1) 
here X = VL x V; = ((g, hP, h’P’) E G x (G/P) x (G/P’) 1 h-‘gh E P, 
h’-‘gh’ E P’}, K = K1 BY K;, where V,, K,, V;, K’, are as at the end of 7.1. 
Each G-orbit 0 on (G/P) x (G/P’) we define X, = {(g, hP, h’P’) E 
X / (hP, h’P’) E 0 ). The X,, form a finite partition of X into locally closed 
subvarieties. Hence (7.2.1) is a consequence of 
Hf.{ X, , z) = 0 for all i and all Lr. (7.2.2) 
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Consider the morphism bO: X0 + 0 given by (g, hP, h/P’) --) (hP, h’P’). 
The Leray spectral sequence of 40 shows that to prove (7.2.2) it is enough 
to show that Ht(cp&‘(S), @=O for all i, all 0 and all 5~ 0. By G- 
homogeneity of 0, it is moreover enough to check this for a single r in each 
orbit 0. Thus, it is enough to check that for any element n E G such that 
L, nL’n-’ contain a common maximal torus we have 
W$f(n), R) = 0 for all i, (7.2.3) 
where X(n) is the subvariety of X defined by the conditions hP= P, 
h’P’ = nP’. Let P” = nP’n-‘, L” = nL’n-‘, UP,! = nU,,n-’ and let rcP,! be the 
canonical projection P” + L”. Let f: L” r L’ be defined by f(x”) = n ~ ‘x”n. 
Then g + (g, P, nP’) is an isomorphism 
P n P’ Z X(n). (7.2.4) 
Consider the morphism 
defined by gt+(rcJg), rcPP, (g)). (See [4, 1.21.) This is a locally trivial 
libration with libres z U,n UP,,, which is an afhne space. The restriction of 
E to X(n) becomes under (7.2.4), the complex p(R), where & is the follow- 
ing complex on E: 
R= K, Ia f*(ro)[j] 
with a suitable shift [j]. Thus (7.2.3) is a consequence of 
Hf.(E, K, @ f*(Kb)) = 0 for all i. (7.2.5) 
Note that P” n L is a parabolic subgroup of L with Levi subgroup 
L n L” and that P n L” is a parabolic subgroup of L” with Levi subgroup 
L n L”. 
Assume first that P” n L #L. The orbits of the unipotent radical of 
P” n L acting on E by left multiplication on the x coordinate are precisely 
the libres of the map pr,: E + Pn L”. Since K,, is strongly cuspidal, the Hf. 
of any such orbit with coefficients in K,, Of*& are zero. From the Leray 
spectral sequence of pr,, it then follows that (7.2.5) holds. 
Similarly, if P n L” # L”, then using the fact that f *Kb is strongly 
cuspidal we see that (7.2.5) olds. 
Thus, we are reduced to the case where PI’ n L = L and Pn L” = L”. 
Then L = L” and E is the diagonal in L x L. In this case (7.2.5) follows 
immediately from the assmptions in the proposition. This completes the 
proof. 
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7.3 
We shall state a variant of Proposition 7.2. Let d be the aIke variety 
which parametrizes the semisimple classes of G and let C: G + d be the 
Steinberg morphism which attaches to each g E G the conjugacy class of the 
semisimple part of g. Let us fix a E d. We then have the following result 
(7.3.1) We preserve the assumptions of 7.2 except that we replace 
“H~(L,K,@f*~b)=Oforalli” by“Hj.(Lna-‘(a),K,,@f*Kb)=Oforall 
i.” Then for any irreducible components A of K and A’ of K we have 
Hb(o-‘(a), A @A’) = 0 for all i. 
As in the proof of 7.2 we see that it is enough to prove that 
Hi.(X”, R) = 0, where X” = { ( g, hP, h’P’) E X / a(g) = a} and X, E are as in 
(7.2.1). AS in that proof, this can be reduced to the following statement 
Hf.(E”, K, !?4 ,f*Kb) = 0 for all i, (7.3.2) 
where E, K, IX f  *Kb are as in (7.2.5) and E” is the subspace of E defined 
by E” = {(x, x’) E E 1 a(.~) = a(Y) = a >. Just as in the proof of (7.2.5), we 
consider the map pr2: E” + (Pn L”) n a-‘(a); if Pn L” # L”, we use 69(b) 
to deduce that (7.3.2) holds. Similarly, we see that (7.3.2) olds if 
P” n L # L. If we have P n L” = L” and P” n L = L then L = L” and then 
(7.3.2) follows from the assumption in (7.3.1 ). Thus, (7.3.1) is proved. 
7.4 
Let A, A’ be two perverse sheaves on a variety Z. Then 
q.(Z, ABA’)=0 for i>O. 
Moreover if A, A’ are irreducible, then 
Hf(Z, A 0 A’) = 0 o A’ is not isomorphic to DA. 
(7.4.1) 
(7.4.2) 
This is proved as follows (cf. [4, 6.71.) From the inequalities 
dim supp %‘A d -i and the analogous inequalities for A’, it follows 
that dim supp(X’A 0 %“A’) Q min( - i, -j) d -t(i + j), so that 
dim supp %“(A @ A’) < -i/2. It follows that H;(Z, Xai(A @A’)) = 0 for 
a > -i, i.e., for i + a > 0. This is the E,-term of a spectral sequence converg- 
ing to H:(Z, A @ A’), hence (7.4. I ) follows. We now prove (7.4.2). Assume 
that A, A’ are irreducible. For i < -d, we have XO’(A) = 0 and for i > -d = 
-dim supp A, we have dim supp X’(A) < --i; an analogous result holds for 
A’. Hence dimsupp(#‘(A)@%‘jA)< -f(i+j) for i# -d, j# -d’= 
-dim supp A’, and H;(Z, %“‘(A @A’)) is 0 for i + a 3 0 except possibly in 
the following case: supp A = supp A’, -a = i = -d - d’ = -2d, in which 
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case it is Hfd(Z, z-d(A)@X-d(A’)). Let Z, be an open dense subset of 
supp A =supp A’ on which Xpd(A), #-d(A’) are irreducible local 
systems 8, 8’. We have H:d(Z, zpd(A) 0 .S-d(A’)) = Hfd(Z,, d @ 6”) and 
this is zero if 6” is not isomorphic to the dual of 8, and is l-dimensional 
otherwise. From this, (7.4.2) follows as in the proof of (7.4.1). 
We shall need the following variant of Proposition 7.2. 
PROPOSITION 7.5. With the notations in (7.1.14) assume that the follow- 
ing condition is satisfied: for any isomorphism f: Lr L’ which can be 
realized by conjugation by an element of G, f *Kb is not isomorphic to DK,. 
Then, for any irreducible components A of K and A’ of K', A’ is not 
isomorphic to DA. 
Proof: The proof will follow closely the proof of 7.2. We shall use the 
notations in that proof. Using (7.4.2), we see that it is enough to show that 
@(X, B) = 0, (see (7.2.1)). This, in turn, is a consequence of the following 
statement: 
@(X0, x) = 0, for all Lo (as in (7.2.2)) which follows from the 
equality Hi((p;‘(t), K) = 0, f or all i > -26 (6 = dim Lo), all 0, and 
all 5 E 0. 
Thus, it is enough to prove the following variant of (7.2.3): H)(X(n), R) = 0 
for all iZ -26, where (P, nP’)E 0 and L, nL’n-’ have a common maximal 
torus. In the case where PI’ n L # L or P n L” # L”, this is proved as in the 
proof of 7.2, using the fact that K,,, Kb are cuspidal. In the case where 
PI’ n L = L, P n L” = L”, we have L = L” and we are reduced just as in that 
proof to showing that Hf.(L, K0 Q f  *(Kb)) = 0 for all i > 0, (where f  :L r L’ 
is defined by f(x) = n-‘xn). This follows from our assumptions and from 
(7.4.1) (7.4.2). (Alternatively, a proof of the proposition could be extracted 
from the proof of Theorem 5.5 in [4].) 
COROLLARY 7.6. With the notations in (7.1.14) assume that A is an 
admissible complex on G which is a component of both K and K’. Then there 
exists g E G such that gLg-’ = L’, K0 = ad( g)*Kb (ad(g): L -+ L’, ad( g)x = 
g-c’). 
Proof: Note that DK& is again a cuspidal complex on L’. This follows 
from the fact that if (,E, E) is a cuspidal pair for L, then (z, a*), (where b* 
is the dual of 6’) is again a cuspidal pair for L. (See [4, 2.51.) Now DK’ is 
obtained from P’, L’, DKb in the same way as K is obtained from P, L, K,; 
(see (7.1.9)) since induction commutes with D. Clearly, DA is an 
irreducible component of DK’. It remains to apply 7.5 to K and DK and to 
A’ = DA. 
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DEFINITION 7.7. Let A be a cuspidal perverse sheaf on G. We say that A 
is clean if there exists Z c G (the inverse image under G -+ G/TO, of a con- 
jugacy class in G/J~Y~) such that supp A = C and the restriction of A to 
Z - C is zero. 
PROPOSITION 7.8. Let A, A’ be two clean irreducible cuspidal perverse 
sheaves on G such that A’ is not isomorphic to DA. Then H:.(G, A @A’) = 0 
for all i. 
Proof Let C be defined in terms of A as in (7.1.2). Define in the same 
way C’ in terms of A’. We may clearly assume that C = C’. Let & (resp. 8’) 
be the local system on ,Z such that A= 8[d] (resp. A’= &‘[d]) on C,, 
where d = dim C. We must show that H:.(X, 6 @ 8’) = 0 for all i. The local 
system d @ 8’ on C is equivariant for the action (g,, z): g -+ z”gO gg; ’ of 
G x 90, on 2 (for some n 3 1, invertible in k); moreover, it is semisimple 
and contains no summand ~0, (since &’ is not isomorphic to a*). It is 
enough to show that Hf.(C, 9) = 0 for all irreducible local systems 
9 k-k Q(, which are equivariant for the G x 3’: action above. Let 
G, c G x 3% be the stabilizer of some base point y E C. Let z = 
(GxY”O,)/Gy and let,f:z+E be the map (g,,~)HzngOyg;‘. Thenfis a 
principal G,/Gpcovering (G,/Gy acts on z by right multiplication) and 
every local system 4 as above is a direct summand of f,a,. It is then 
enough to show that H:(C, ,f,Q,) = Hi,(C, 0,) or equivalently, that G,/Gy 
acts trivially on H:.(f, Q,). 
Consider the map f’: (G/Z?!:) x Z?$J 4 z defined by (g!?:, Z) + class of 
(g, z). It is clear that ,f’ is surjective. Moreover, the fibres of f' are the 
orbits of the group (H,/5?2”0,) acting on (G/Y:) x 3: by right mul- 
tiplication, where H is the centralizer of y in G. (Note that Gy = Ho x {e}.) 
By (7.1.2), p/.F”o, is a (connected) unipotent group. Hence f' is an affine 
space bundle, so that Hf.(z:, 0,) = Ht.+ “( (G/3-~) x 5Yz, 0,) with 
a = dim ~/P’)“o,. Moreover, the action of G,/Gy on C and the action of 
G,/Ytc”, on (G/F:) x 3: (by right multiplication on the first factor) are 
compatible with the map ,f”. Hence to prove that G,/Gy acts trivially on 
Ht(z:, Q,) it is enough to show that G,/.S?$ acts trivially on 
Hi+ ‘“((G/b”~) x ~3’~. 0,). But this is clear since the action of Cl/T”, is the 
restriction of the action of the connected group GJzY”O, and a connected 
group must act trivially on cohomology. The proposition is proved. 
PROPOSITION 7.9. Let A be a strongly cuspidal irreducible perverse sheaf 
on G and let C, 8 be as in (7.1.2). Assume that G is semisimple and that any 
Levi subgroup L of a proper parabolic subgroup of G has the following 
property: any irreducible cuspidal perverse sheaf on L whose support contains 
some unipotent element is strongly cuspidal. Assume that Z is a unipotent 
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class and that for any cuspidal pair (Cl, &‘I) in G with C’ c .% C, the 
character by which the centre of G acts (in the conjugation action) on any 
stalk of 8 d$fers from that by which it acts on any stalk of 8’. Then A is 
clean. 
Proof: Assume that A is not clean. Let Cc E - z be a unipotent class 
of minimal possible dimension such that @iX’(A)Ic#O. Let i, be ,the 
largest i such that S’(A)1 c # 0. Let 9’ be a direct summand of the local 
system &@(A)[ c. The center of G acts on each stalk of &O(A) by the same 
character by which it acts on each stalk of &‘. Therefore, from our 
assumption it follows that (C, 9) cannot be a cuspidal pair in G. By 
[4, 2.53, (C, 9*) is also not a cuspidal pair in G (9* =dual of 9). 
According to [4,6.5] there exist P, L, K,, as in (7.1.7) with P $ G such 
that the support of K, contains unipotent elements and such that if K is the 
corresponding induced complex on G, then for some direct summand A’ of 
K the following property holds: The restriction of A’ to the unipotent 
variety of G is (up to shift) IC(C, 9*) extended to the unipotent variety by 
zero outside C. By our assumption, K,, is strongly cuspidal. We may apply 
Proposition 7.2 to A, A’. (In our case, the two Levi subgroups appearing in 
7.2 are L and G, hence are not conjugate.) It follows that Hi.(G, A 0 A’) = 0 
for all i. As supp A = z;, we have also supp(A@ A’) c c hence 
H:,(G, A 0 A’) = HI.(z, A @ A’). As supp(A’) n r c C, we have 
Hi(E, A @A’) = H:.(C, A @A’). As A is zero on C- C (by minimality of C) 
we have wi,(C, A @A’) = Hf.(C, A 0 A’). Comparing the last four equalities, 
we see that H:.( C, A 0 A’) = 0 for all i. Since A’ ) C is equal to 9* up to a 
shift, it follows that H<(C, A 0 Y*) = 0 for afl i. In particular, we have 
Hfd+‘o(C, A @ 9*) = 0, where d= dim C. Consider the spectral sequence 
E,p,‘!=H,P(C,~4(A)O~*)jH~+q(C,AO~*).ThenE,P.Y=Oifq>iO(by 
our choice of i,) or if p > 2d. It follows that Egdio = Ezd,‘o= ... = E2”‘o. But 
E$o is a subquotient of Hf”+i~ (C, A @ dip*), hence it is zero. It folldpws that 
0 = EjdiO= Hfd(C, X’O(A) @ 6p*), Since 9 is a direct summand &?““(A)1 c, 
it follows that Hfd(C, 9 @-I??*) = 0. This is clearly a contradiction. The 
proposition is proved. 
7.10 
Let (JY, 8) be a cuspidal pair for G and let K= IC(E, &)[d], extended to 
the whole of G, by 0 on G - z (d = dim C). Let ,?Y;, be the set of semisimple 
parts of elements in ,Y (or, equivalently, in its closure E). Let s be an 
element of C,. We denote G’ = Z’(s) and C = {U E G’ ( u unipotent, su E z>. 
This is a single orbit under the conjugation action of ( g E G 1 gsg-’ E s%O,> 
which contains G’ as a subgroup of finite index. Hence C is a union of 
finitely many unipotent conjugacy classes of G’. Let 8 be the local system 
on 3%. C defined as the inverse image of & under the map 9%. C -+ C, 
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g + sg. We define K’ = IC(YE. c, &‘)[d,], extended to the whole of G’, by 
0 on G’ - 9’:. c (d, = dim 5?&. C). Note that S?““, . c has all its irreducible 
components of the same dimension d, and 3:. C is open, dense, smooth in 
5?‘““, . c so that the intersection cohomology complex K’ is well defined. 
With these notations, we can state 
PROPOSITION 7.11. (a) K’ is a cuspidul peroerse sheaf on G’. 
(b ) If K is strongly cuspidal, then K’ is a strongly cuspidal pewerse 
sheqf on G’. 
(c) C is a single unipotent class of G’. 
(d) if and only if K is clean, K’ is clean. 
Proof: We first prove (b). Let P’ be a proper parabolic subgroup of G’ 
with unipotent radical UP,. We must show that for any 2 E a$, u E C n P’, 
we have H:.(=uU,,, K’) = 0 for all i. We may assume that ; = e. Hence we 
must show that Hf(uU,. n C, K’) = 0 for all i. The restriction of K’ to C 
coincides (up to a shift) with the inverse image of K under the map C -+ 2, 
u HSZ~, (because the map 7~: E + C, defined by taking semisimple parts is a 
locally trivial libration and C, is smooth). Hence we must show that 
H:.(suU,, n cc, K) = 0 for all i, or equivalently, that H:.(suU,, n c, K) = 0. 
Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G such that P’ = Pn G’. Define 
p: suU,nC+ sU,nZ, to be he restriction of 7~: c -+ C,. The group U, 
acts by conjugation on both the source and the target of p and the action is 
compatible with p; moreover, this action is transitive on sU,n C,. We 
have p ~ ‘(s) = SUU,~ n c, hence we must only show that H:.(p -l(s), K) = 0 
for all i. Consider the Leray spectral sequence for p: 
E$,q= H,P(sU,nZ,, Yqp,K)+Hf+q(suUpn~, K). 
The last vector space is zero since K is strongly cuspidal. Thus, Eg“ = 0 for 
all p, q. Now YPP! K is a UP-equivariant local system on sU,nL’, and 
sU,nC, g U,/U,‘?affine space. Hence EFq= 0 for p # 2 dim U,/Up,. 
This implies that E;.Y = EgY for all p, q; it follows that Er.4 = 0, for all p, q, 
so that Xcyp! K= 0 for all q. Taking the stalk at s, we see that 
H;(p-l(s), K) = 0 for all q, and (b) is proved. 
The proof of (a) is similar; it will be omitted. It is clear hat the previous 
argument, together with (c) also proves (d). 
We now prove (c). It is easy to show that our statement for G follows 
from that for G/F”,; hence we may assume that G is semisimple. Assume 
that C contains at lest two unipotent classes C, # C, of Z’(s). As we have 
seen in 7.10, there exists ge Z,(s) such that gC, g-’ = C,. Moreover, from 
(a) we see that there exist irreducible local systems 6, on C, and F2 on C, 
such that (C,, 8,), (C?, gz;) are cuspidal pairs for G. Let 7t: G -+ G be the 
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simply connected covering of G. Let c,, e, be the sets of unipotent 
elements in zn-‘(C,), 71 -‘(C,); let & = rc*(E1), & = rc*$, ge x-‘(g), 
FEZ-‘(S). Then (c,, &,), (ci2, ,$) are cuspidal pairs for Z,(T), c, # c, and 
we have $, g-’ = c2, ,@g-’ = z?, z E ker rc. Thus it is enough to prove 
LEMMA 7.12. Let G be simply connected, let s E G be an isolated semisim- 
ple element. Assume that Cl, C2 are two unipotent classes in Z,(s), and 
g E G is such that gC, g-’ = C,, gsg-’ = zs, z E centre of G. Assume that 
there exist irreducible local systems 8, on C,, &!! on C2 such that (C,, &), 
(C,, E2) are cuspidal pairs for Z,(s). Then C, = C,. 
By decomposing G into a product of almost simple groups we are 
reduced to the case where G is almost simple and simply connected. We 
may assume that z #e, for otherwise the result is obvious. In this case, by 
results of [4], Z,(s) has at most one unipotent class C which can carry a 
cuspidal pair (except possibly when G is a spin-group in odd charac- 
teristic); hence C, = Cz. It remains to consider the case where G is a spin- 
group in odd characteristic. Then Z,(s) is of type D, x D,. If conjugation 
by g preserves both D factors of Z,(s), then it leaves stable each unipotent 
class of Z,(s) except possibly for some classes of unipotent elements con- 
tained in a proper Levi subgroup; such classes cannot carry cuspidal pairs, 
by 14, 2.81, hence C, = C,. 
We may therefore assume that conjugation by g switches the two D-fac- 
tors of Z,(s). Then Z,(s) = (Spin,, x Spin,,)/(e, E), where E is the generator 
of the kernel of Spin,, + SO*,. In this case, any unipotent class of Z,(s) 
which can carry cuspidal pairs for Z,(s) is of the form C’ x C’, where C’ is 
a unipotent class in Spin,,, (strictly speaking, C’ x C’ is a unipotent class of 
Spin,, x Spin,, ; we identify it with its image in Z,(s)). This follows from 
the following result [4, $13, 14-J: given a character x of the group { 1, E>, 
there is at most one unipotent class Ck of Spin,, which can carry a cuspidal 
pair (Ci, 8’) for Spin,, such that E acts on each stalk of 6” as mul- 
tiplication by X(E). This completes the proof of the lemma and also the 
proof of 7.11. 
(Note that in the proof of the lemma we have made use of the results in 
[4] on classification of cuspidal pairs carried by unipotent classes only in 
the case of classical groups.) 
8. GENERALIZED GREEN FUNCTIONS 
8.0 
In this chapter, k denotes an algebraic closure of a finite field F, with q 
elements and G (see 2.1) has a fixed F,-rational structure compatible with 
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the group structure. We denote by F: G + G the corresponding Frobenius 
map. 
8.1 
We consider the following data in G: 
(8.1.1) L is the centralizer of a torus in G, C is a subset of L which is the 
inverse image under L + L/T”, of an isolated conjugacy class of L/Z”,, d is 
a local system on L which is isomorphic to a direct sum of irreducible local 
systems 4. on C such that each (C, 4.) is a cuspidal pair for G, (see (7.1.2)). 
To (L, C) we associate the open set Greg of C and the locally closed 
smooth irreducible subvariety Y = YcL,=) = (J,, G xC,,$ xP1 of G, as in 3.11. 
Consider the diagram 
C&Pa,jQ+Y, 
where 
P={(~,xL)EGx(G/L)I~-‘gxd,,,}, 
P= {(g,x)EGxG / x-‘gxdreg}, 
a(g,O)=x-‘gx, B(g, x)= (g, XL), 4g,xL)=g. 
The local system cr*b on Y is L-equivariant for the action of L on Y given 
by I: (g, X)H (g, xl-‘) hence it is equal to fl*b for a well-defined local 
system d on y. (We take d = R’/?,(E*&).) The map 7c is a finite principal 
covering map, hence n,z is a semisimple local system on Y. Consider the 
closure P of Y in G and let 
(8.1.2) K=IC( y, rr,b)[dim Y], extended to the whole of G (by 0 on 
G - I% 
(8.1.3) In the case where FL= L, FC=C, and there exists an 
isomorphism cpo: F*b 7 d of local systems over C, we can define an 
isomorphism cp: F*Kr K as follows. The varieties Y, 7, P have natural F,- 
structures and ‘p. gives rise to an isomorphism F*c? 3 ,? of loal systems 
over y, to an isomorphism F*n,$%n.$ of local systems over Y and 
hence to an isomorphism cp: F*K 3 K (in MG). 
8.2 
Another construction of K is given in [4, 4.5). We shall recall it briefly. 
Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G having L as a Levi subgroup. Let 
rcP: P -+ L be the canonical projection. Consider the diagram 
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X={(~,XP)EGX(G/P)I~-‘~~E~.U,}, 
8=((g,x)~GxGIx~‘gx~~.U~), 
y= closure of Y in G (see 8.1), 
~(g,x)=~,(x-‘gx), h7g,x)=(g,xP), Ic/( g, w  = g. 
(According to [4, 4.31 we have P= uxeG xZUpx-l.) 
There is a canonical perverse sheaf R on X such that (f)K= (02) 
(IC(Z, b)[dim Cl). 
The following results are proved in [4, 4.3, 3.1, 4.51. 
(8.2.1) The map (g, XL) + (g, xP) gives an isomorphism of P onto the 
open dense subset Ic/ ~ ‘( Y) of X. The map I+$ is a proper map of X on F. 
(8.2.2) Y is locally closed in G, smooth irreducible of dimension equal to 
dimG-dimL+dimC. 
(8.2.3) There is a canonical isomorphism K 1 Fr tj!R 
The model $,R of K has the disadvantage that in the situation of (8.1.3), 
there is no direct way to define an isomorphism F*$! Rr Ic/!K. This is due 
to the fact that, although FL = L, we do not necessarily have FP = P. On 
the other hand, if we denote P’= FP, then we may define rG/‘: X’ + Y, 
FE J%!(Y) in terms of G, L, P', Z, d in the same way as t,k X-, Y, 
KE A(X) were defined above in terms of G, L, P, C, 8. Then (8.2.3) applies 
again and gives an isomorphism KG $IK’. Moreover, the map 
cpO: F*br d in (8.1.3) gives rise in a natural way to an isomorphism 
F*p rK in k’X (note that F maps naturally X onto X’); hence it gives 
rise to an isomorphism $: F*($ip)r tj!R in JZF, such that the following 
diagram is commutative 
(8.2.4) 
(The vertical maps are defined by (8.2.3)) 
8.3 
Let L, Z be as in (8.1.1); assume that Z = .F”“, . C, where C is a unipotent 
class of L. Assume also that FL = L, FC = C. Let F be a local system on C 
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and let cpr: F*4 $9 be an isomorphism. We assume that there exists a 
local system B on C, as in (8.1.1), such that 9 = 8 / C, and that there 
exists an isomorphism cp,,: F*$ r & extending the given isomorphism 
cp,: F*9r9. 
We define K, cp: F*Kz K in terms of d as in 8.1. We define a function 
QL,G,C,.P,q,: (unipotent elements in G’) -+ 0, 
by 
QL.G.C.,.F,d,(~) = c ( - l ‘Tr(cp, xf,K). (8.3.1) 
(The map induced by cp: F*KzK on the stalk .X”IK (uEG~), is denoted 
again by-q; the trace is taken over O,.) 
This definition makes sense in view of the following result: 
(8.3.2) The function QL.G,c,,B,r, is independent of the choice of d and 
‘po: F*B Y f; extending 4 and cp ,: F*9 3 9 to Z. 
(In particular, to compute this function we may take &, qO to be the 
inverse image of 9, q 1 under the canonical map C --t C.) We consider two 
local systems d, , &? on Z as in (8.1.1 ) and isomorphisms cp,,,: F*&, s&,, 
(p02: F*& 3 & such that over C we have a commutative diagram 
‘PO, 
I 
1 [pz 
8, I c + c$ / c 
Let K,, K, be defined in terms of &,, & in the same way as K was 
defined in terms of & and let cp, : F*K, r K, , q2 : F*K2 7 K, be the 
isomorphisms induced by ‘pO,, ‘pOz. It is enough to show that 
Tr(cp,, X:K,)=Tr(qZr XiK2) for any unipotent element UEG~. We may 
assume that u E P = supp K, = supp K,. 
Let P, P’ be as in 8.2. We shall use the notations in 8.2 except that we 
shall write R, (resp. K2) for K defined in terms of 8, (resp. &) and we shall 
write F, (resp. R;) for F defined in terms of (r, (resp. 6). 
From (8.2.4) we get commutative diagrams 
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where the vertical maps are given by (8.2.3). It is therefore enough to con- 
struct isomorphisms 6’, 6 such that the diagram 
is commutative. This would follow from the existence of two isomorphisms 
E’: ~; )unir~*Iunl, E: ~~I”“~1 R, luni which are compatible with the 
isomorphisms F*pl s K,, F*F; % R, induced by (p,,i, cpOz. (Here luni 
denotes restriction to the subvariety of X or X’ which is inverse image 
under $ or t+V of the set of unipotent elements of y.) 
But from the definition of z, it is clear that R, 1 uni can be defined purely in 
terms of the restriction of &i to C (without using any information on d on 
C - C). A similar statement holds for zl, pl, R;. It follows that 
y: & 1 Cr &” 1 C induces the required isomorphisms E, E’; their compatibility 
with ‘pO,, (p02 follows from the compatibility of y with cpO,, cpOz. 
This completes the proof of (8.3.2). The function (8.3.1) is called a 
generalized Green function. 
8.4 
Given an algebraic variety 2 defined over F, (with Frobenius map 
F: G + G), an object A E 9X and an isomorphism cp: F*A 5 A, in 9X, we 
define the characteristic function xA,q : Z” - 6?, by 
xA,Jz) = c ( - 1)’ Tr(cp, H’d 1 (z E Z’). (8.4.1) 
(cf. (8.3.1)). 
We wish to state a result expressing the characteristic function x~,~ of 
K, cp (defined from L, ,Y, 6, ‘pO as in 8.1) in terms of generalized Green 
functions. We shall assume that & is irreducible. 
Let s be a semisimple element of G” and let u be a unipotent element of 
GF, commuting with S. (In the rest of this chapter s and u will be fixed.) 
Let ,Y, be the set of semisimple parts of elements of C. Assume that 
XEG~ is an element such that x~‘xKEC,. Then SEXLX-’ so that the 
group L, defined by L, = xLx-- ’ n Z:(s) is a Levi subgroup of some 
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parabolic subgroup of Z”,(s). Let C, be the set of unipotent elements in 
Z”,(s) such that su E XCX-‘. Let & be the local system on C, defined as the 
inverse image of 6 under the map C., -+ C, u M x-‘SUX. Since this map is 
defined over F,, cp ,: F*b 5 8 induces an isomorphism cp ~ : F*SC. r S$ of 
local systems over C,. By 7.1 l(a) and (c), the set C, is a single unipotent 
class of Z:(s) and ,FY, ~p.~: F*S?, + 9TY are as in 8.3. We can now state: 
THEOREM 8.5. With the notations and assumptions of 8.4, we have 
xmP(su) = c WflllZO,(s)“l IL”I) QL,,~(s,,c,..~,,~p,(~). 
.XEG! I ‘3.x Ez, 
(In the case where L = C = C, is a maximal torus of G, this formula 
should be compared with the character formula in [3,4.2].) 
The proof of the theorem will make use of the following result. 
LEMMA 8.6. Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G having L as a Levi sub- 
group. There exists an open set % in Z:(s) containing e and satisfying 
properties (a)-(e) helob\,: 
(a) g,)/g-‘=‘I(,for all gEZi(s). 
(b ) .Y E t/)( ox,, E J//, (x, = semisimple part of s). 
(c) I+/ = Jl/. 
In this section we fix P and J& as in 8.6. Let 
x,= j(g,.UP)EXI gEs”li), (8.7.1 ) 
where X is as in 8.2. Let 
.N= (XEG I .Y ‘sxd,), r = ZO(s)\..ll/L, (8.7.2) 
.#= (XEG I x ‘SXEZ, U,), r-= ZO(s)\..d/P. (8.7.3) 
We shall assume that ,M is nonempty. It is easy to see that f is finite and 
that the natural map f + P is bijective. We shall regard elements of r 
(resp. f) as subsets of G: double cosets with respect to ZO(s), L 
(resp. Z’(s), P). We define 
x,,, = ((sg, XP) E X,,l.x E 8}, 6 E f. (8.7.4) 
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The orbits of Z”(s) on (XPE G/P I x - ‘sx E C, U,} are clearly complete 
varieties, hence they are closed. The number of these orbits being finite (in 
l-l correspondence with f) they are also open. From 8.6(d) it follows that 
the sets X*.8 (8 E f) cover X,. Thus 
(8.7.5) The sets X%,&, (6 E f), are open and closed in X, ; they form a 
finite partition of X,&. 
For 0 E r we denote by b the corresponding element of 2: We choose a 
base point xg E Lo for each 0. We may assume that this choice is such that 
F(x~)=x~(~) for all 0. (Note that F acts naturally on r.) Let P, = 
x, Pxc,’ n Z:(s); it is a parabolic subgroup of Z:(s) with Levi subgroup 
L, =x6 Lx;’ nZz(s), since sEx,Lx;‘. Let C, = {uEZi(s) 1 u unipotent, 
x0 lsuxo E z}; as we have seen in 8.4, C, is a unipotent class in Z”,(s). Let 
C, = 3!‘$. C,. Let b, be the local system on Xc- obtained as the inverse 
image of d under the map z, + C, g + x; ‘sgx,. 
(8.7.6) Let 7~;~: pK -+ Y;,, &,, K,, I,+~,: X;, -+ PO;, K, be defined in terms 
of Z”(s), LB, C,,, &‘, in the same way as rr: 8+ Y, 2, K, t,b: X--f y, K were 
defined in 8.1, 8.2 in terms of G, L, C, 6. 
Let 
We now show 
X&fr=Ic/,‘(@)cX;i. (8.7.7) 
(8.7.8) The map (g, zP,) -+ (sg, zxC. P) de@nes an isomorphism 
x’*,flr X@,@. 
Assume that (g, zP,) E X!,, Then z-‘gz E S?‘& zi, U,, hence 
(zxfi)-‘sg(zxe) Ex,‘siY;p c, uppxp c x~‘s~~&@lc~,xxc up c a0,,cu,= 
‘N,. 
(We have 5?:, = 3tcLxF~, since s is isolated in xcr Lx;‘, and 
U,, c xc U,x;‘.) Hence (sg, zxc P) EX*,& so that the map (8.7.8) is well 
defined. Now let (sg, ZX~ P) E X,,,- (z E Z:(s). Then x; ‘z-‘sgzx, E EU,; 
hence, by 8.6, we have x; lz-‘gSxP E .3’““, U,. Thus, we have zP igsz E 
(~~,L.~~~~ uroPxc-~)n~~(~)= (~?&~~lnZoG(4) 6,. We have 
z-‘gzE (S-~XJX+J~EP.~; I) n Z”,(s) = ((s~‘x~Ex~~) n Z’(s)) U,, 
Thus, z-‘gz E 5UpC, where ~~(s-‘x~~x~~‘)nZO,(s). Let l= <,5, be the 
Jordan decomposition of 5. Then 5, E P&,I n Z:(s) c T&L.y;l = T&. We 
have 5 E Z”,(s) hence r, E Z”,(s). We have st,<, = s5 E x,,??x;‘. Hence ~5, E 
x,~x;i<; * c x,2’3”o,x& l= xeExcl. Thus, <,{, E 9&C. Hence the map 
(8.7.8) is onto. It is injective: if zP,, z’P~, (z, z’ E Z’&(s)) satisfy zx,,P = 
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z’xc, P, then 2 - ‘2’ E xc, Px, ’ n 20,(s) = P, hence zP, = ,-‘P,. Thus, the map 
(8.7.8) is bijective. The proof of the fact that its inverse is a morphism is 
standard and will be omitted. 
We now define 8,=nP’(Yns%)c F, 
From (8.2.1) (8.2.2), we deduce: 
(8.7.9) The map ( g, XL) H ( g, xP) gives an isomorphism of 8, onto the 
open subset $ ~ ‘( Y n ~“2) of x ?,. The map $ is a proper map of X,,, onto 
yn s?/ and Y n s’& is open, dense in Yn SO&!. 
From (8.2.1), (8.2.2) applies to Z’)(s), L,, P, , C, (instead of G, L, P, C) 
we deduce: 
(8.7.10) The map (g, zL, )N( g, zP, ) gives an isomorphism of 8:,,,’ onto 
the open dense subset $,‘( Y>, n@) of X’?,,,. The map lclc is a proper map 
of x:,,, onto FL, n ‘1% and YP n “?/ is open, dense in yii n “a. 
We now prove: 
(8.7.11) 8,,, is a nonempty, open and closed subset of 8,. The subsets 
B d,c (6 E f), ,form a finite partition of F,. 
From 8.6(e) we see that the sets Fg,c (0 E r) cover 8,. Note that (8.7.9) 
identifies $?, with an open subset of X,. It also identifies 8, c with the 
intersection of Fe with X,,,-. Since X,,,,p is open and closed in X, (see 
(8.7.5)) it follows that 8,,, is open and closed in P,. We now show that 
P ?,,(, is nonempty. Let v be an element of C, The intersection ?$ n %v ~ ’ 
is an open dense subset of yt, (it contains e, since v E J!/ by 8.6(b), and is 
open since 4’ is open in Z”,(s)). Clearly, the intersection .3Fc n 
s- ‘(.~C~regx~‘)v-’ is also an open dense subset of 3’&. Hence 
yF(, n J&!o ’ n s If-\-(, Greg-y; ’ ) L: ’ is an open dense subset of ytyoL(, ; in par- 
ticular, it is nonempty. Hence there exists CE To L( such that 
(.s~u, x,L) E Y,,, , proving that Y,,,,,, is nonempty. 
(8.7.12) The map $1 X9,., + Yn s@ is proper, with image equal to 
s( F;,, n -V), and X,,,i is irreducible. We have I,!J( Fjti,, ) = Y,,, , 8,,,,. = 
$ ~- I( Y,.,.) n X,.,: and Y 41, r is open, dense in s( PC n 3%). 
The fact that $: X,,,; + Yns% is proper follows from (8.7.9) and (8.7.5); 
the statement about its image follows from (8.7.8) and (8.7.10). The 
irreducibility of X,.,; follows from (8.7.8) and the fact that X;, and Xi,, are 
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irreducible. As ye,, is nonempty and open in X*,6, (8.7.11), and X, B is 
irreducible, it follows that F* 0 is dense in Y, p. It is clear that y9 0 ‘is a 
union of libres of I,+: X&,6 + s(& n !&). Since this map is proper, the image 
of Rg,, must be open and dense in s( F0 n a). 
We now describe the irreducible components of the locally closed subset 
Yns% of G. The map rt: P + Y is proper hence its restriction rc: Ye + 
Y n s@ is also proper. Using (8.7.11), it follows that the sets Y,,, (images of 
L.0 under x) cover Yns% and are closed in Yn 3%‘. It is easy to see that 
for 0, 0’ E r, the sets Yw,o, Y,,,, are either disjoint or coincide; more 
precisely, they coincide if and only if 0, 0’ are in the same orbit of the 
group N(L, C)/L = (n E G 1 n -‘Ln = L, n-‘Cn = 2C)/L which acts on r by 
right multiplication. Since Y,,, are irreducible, (see (8.7.12)) it follows that 
(8.7.13) The irreducible components of Yns@ are disjoint. They are in 
l-l correspondence with the orbits of N(L, 2)/L on r. The irreducible com- 
ponent corresponding to the orbit of 0 E r is Y,,,. 
We now define for each N(L, 2)/L-orbit Z in r an open subset Vz of 
YnsW 
G= n (S(Y;,nWn Ye,,). (8.7.14) 
c1 E z 
Then “y^z is an open dense subset of Y*,[) (Lo E Z), as we can see from 
(8.7.10) (8.7.12). Note that Vz is smooth, since it is an open suset of 
s( Y0 n a’) hence it is isomorphic to an open subset of Y;,, which is known 
to be smooth. This shows also that dim V== dim Yy = dim Z:(s) - 
dim L, + dim P&C, (see (8.2.2)). Note that L, is the connected centralizer 
in L of an element in C, hence dim L, = dim L - dim(C,/TZ”o,). Moreover, 
dim 9Fr, = dim 90, and dim C, = dim C - dim z, . Thus, 
(8.7.15) dim V= = dim Z:(s) - dim L + dim 2I is independent of Z. 
It is easy to check that F(V=) = V&. Let 
(8.7.16) V = Uz V= (union over all N(L, z)/L-orbits Z in r). 
(8.7.17) v is an open dense smooth equidimensional subset of Y n sf& and 
F?f = A+‘“; the subsets V, are its irreducible components. 
8.8 
We now prove Theorem 8.5, assuming Lemma 8.6. We may assume that 
SUE F; otherwise, su is not in the support of K and the identity in the 
theorem is trivial. This implies in particular that &! in (8.7.2) is nonempty. 
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From (8.7.8), (8.7.9), (8.7.10), (8.7.11) we see that we have a com- 
mutative diagram 
(8.8.1) 
where 71 V= {(g,xL)E F\ ge?-}, 
P; I s-l”+“= ((g, ZL,)E r;, 1 gES-‘%,;} (CEZ) see (8.7.14)), 
a( g, ZL,) = (sg, zxp L), 
4 g) = a, 
and the vertical maps are projections to the first component. 
All maps in the diagram (8.8.1) are clearly defined over F,. (The 
parabolic group P which is in general not defined over F,, does not enter 
in (8.8.1).) It follows that we have a canonical isomorphism of local 
systems over S- ‘$“: 
&*(n*(b) ( Y/^)z @ ((71;)*@(f) (s ‘Y‘) (8.8.2) 
c t r 
and this isomorphism is compatible with the liftings of the Frobenius map, 
given by cp. (Here, (K>~)*(c?(~) I s -‘$’ has the following meaning. For each 
0 E r, (&),b, may be restricted to only one irreducible component s-’ ‘z 
of SC’%‘; we regard it as zero on the other irreducible components of 
s ~ ‘V.) By the definition of K, K, , (8 8 2) . . ca n be also regarded as In 
isomorphism 
E*(K 1 Y)[ -61~ @ (K, I s- If‘), (8.8.3) 
(‘El- 
where 6 = dim Y-dim Y> = dim G-dim Z’&(S) (see (8.2.2)). Assume that 
we can show that the isomorphism (8.8.3) is the restriction to SC’ $ of an 
isomorphism 
c*(K I rnsUZ!)[-61~ @ (K, ( sp’y’ndlz’). 
ctr 
(8.8.4) 
(Here, E is regarded as an isomorphism s-‘Yn% -+ Pns%, g+-+sg.) The 
isomorphism (8.8.4) extending (8.8.3) is unique (if it exists) and is 
automatically compatible with the liftings cp of the Frobenius maps since 
(8.8.3) is. This follows from properties of intersection cohomology com- 
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plexes. (We use the following fact: The right-hand side of (8.8.4) is (up to 
shift) an intersection cohomology complex on 3-i Pn 02 associated to a 
local system on the open dense smooth equidimensional subset sP IV“.) The 
isomorphism (8.8.4) gives rise to an isomorphism of stalks: 
(for all i) which is automatically compatible with the action of cp and (pO, 
where cpO: F*F,-, 3 Kc is the isomorphism induced by cp. Taking now alter- 
nating sums of traces of cp in (8.8.5), we find 
(Note that 6 in (8.8.3) is even since it is the dimension of the conjugacy 
class of s in G.) This implies the theorem, in view of the definition (8.3.1) of 
generalized Green functions and the identity [OFI = IZO,(.S)~] . (LFI . IL:] -I. 
It remains to construct the isomorphism (8.8.4). Using (8.2.3) we find 
isomorphisms 
(8.8.6) 
From (8.7.5), (8.7.8) we get an isomorphism 
E*(ICI!G I X,*))C -61 r CD Wd!(& I xj,,,). (8.8.7) 
L” E r 
(We regard ($&(R, 1 XL&,@) as a perverse sheaf on s-‘Fn@, equal to 
zero outside PC, n a.) The shift [ -61 in (8.8.7) comes from the fact that 
under (8.7.8), the restriction of K[ -S] to X,,p corresponds to the restric- 
tion of RP to X, c^. 
Combining the’isomorphisms (8.8.6), (8.8.7) we find an isomorphism as 
in (8.8.4); from the definitions it follows that it extends the isomorphism 
(8.8.3). This completes the proof of Theorem 8.5 assuming Lemma 8.6. 
8.9. Proof of Lemma 8.6 
A subset % of 20,(s) is said to be stable if it has the properties (b) and (c) 
in 8.8. 
(8.9.1) There exists a stable open subset 02, c Z”,(s) containing e such that 
Fe, = %‘I and such that x E %Y, * Z,(sx,) c Z,(s). 
We imbed G into G = GL,(k) as a closed subgroup defined over F,. Let 
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‘2; = ( g E (2 I -cd g,) = Z,(s) 1, and let d!, = s ‘SY, n Z:(s). It is clear that 
%Y, has the required properties. 
Let C,, C2,..., C, be the inverse images under L + L/S”o, of the various 
isolated semisimple classes in L/Y:. (We number them in such a way that 
the first one of these sets is the set C, introduced in 8.4.) 
Let ,q= {.~EG 1 .xC’sx~~,j (1 <j<m). Let ci;,, (1 <i<rr(j)), be the 
orbits of Z:(s) x L acting on J[, by x H :.x1 ’ (c E Z:;(s), I E L). 
Let 
Let 9’ = ( g E Z:;(s) 1 g, E ,cP 1. Then Y’ is a closed stable subset of Z:(s) 
not containing e. 
(8.9.2) The set J&~ = &, - ,Y’ is a stable open subset sf Z:(s) containing e 
and \re have g E ‘2/ ?, XEG, s-‘sg=E~~.\.-‘sxEC,. 
Assume that gE ‘iY2, LEG, x’sgx~z,. Then ~~‘sg,,x~~,. By (8.9.1) 
we have Z,(x ‘sg,x) c Z, (x ‘sx). It follows that xP’sx is isolated in L, 
i.e., x ‘SSEC, for some j. If j# 1, then by the definition of Y, we have 
g,> E.Y’, hence gE,Y’. Thus, if gE&, -.4p’, we have j= 1, i.e., .Y~‘S,YE E‘,, 
as required. 
Let.~=ZZO,(s)nU....,((s-‘.~~,.u-’nL,~)-~’O,~),whereL.,isasin8.4. 
Let Y’ = .( g E Z:(s) 1 g, E Y). Then .Y’ is a closed, stable subset of Z:(s) 
not containing e. 
(8.9.3) The set II/~ = Xl? - .F’ is a stable open subset of Z”,(s) containing e 
and ti‘e have g E ‘2/, .Y E G, .Y .- ‘sgx E z =S x - ‘g,x E Sy,. 
Let g E j&x, x E G be such that x ‘sgx E C. Then .v- ‘sg,, E C,. From 
(8.9.3) we know that we must have x -‘.sx~C,, i.e., .uE.&,,. Assume that 
.Y- ‘g,x $27.. Then g, 6 zYt,,.-, = gF\, hence g, E Y, hence g E Y’, con- 
tradicting g E “r/,. Thus, we have x ‘g,sc Yy-, as required. 
(8.9.4) I f  gEtV3, XEG, .up’.sgxdUp, then s-‘SXEC, I/, and 
x Ig,.aq,L$. 
We have x ~ ‘sgSx E C, UP. Replacing x by xp for some p E P, we can 
assume that ~~‘sg,x~C,. But then x~‘sxEC,, x’g,x~P’~ by (8.9.2), 
(8.9.3). Thus (8.9.4) follows. 
We may take “I/ = 02~ ; Lemma 8.6 is proved. 
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9. ORTHOGONALITY FOR THE GENERALIZED GREEN FUNCTIONS 
9.1 
In this chapter we preserve the assumptions of 8.0. Let L, C, 6, cpO: 
F*drd, K, rp: F*Kq K be as in 8.1. Let L’, C’, d’, t&,: F*b’r&‘, R, 
q’: F*K’ N -,K’ be another set of data of the same kind in G. Let 2, be as in 
8.4 and let C; be defined similarly, in terms of Z’. 
Let 6’ be the set of all n E GF such that nLn PI = L’, n.Zn ~’ = 2’. 
We shall make the following assumption. 
(9.1.1) Assume that K, = IC(.J?, b)[dim ZJ, Kb = IC(c’, b’)[dim C’] are 
strongly cuspidal complexes for L, L’, respectively. (We regard these as 
complexes on L, L’ equal to 0 on L-2, L’-Z’.) Assume also that either 
L, L’ are not conjugate in G or L, L’ are conjugate in G and both K,, Kb 
are clean. 
With these assumptions, we can state the following two results, which 
will be prove in 9.4-9.6. 
THEOREM 9.2. Zf &, 8” are irreducible, then 
I@ - ’ 1 xK,J 8) x,c,cpp’( 8) 
gtGF 
= ILFl--I IL’FI -’ 1 C x~,~~(S) k,,@3-‘). (9.2.1) 
ne0 SSZF 
THEOREM 9.3. Zf Z = ZZt C, Z’ = ZZ’t, c’ (C, C’ are unipotent classes in 
L, L’) and $9, q, (resp. F’, 40;) is the restriction of 8, qn, (resp. &‘I, &) to 
C (resp. C’), then 
= lLFI -’ ILfFI-’ C C xF.,,(5) 5,,,,;(n5n-‘). (9.3.1) 
?lEBtECF 
9.4 
First we note that 
(9.4.1) Theorem 9.2 holds if L, L’ are not conjugate under an element of 
G. 
Indeed, by the trace formula for Frobenius maps, the left-hand side 
of (9.2.1) is equal to ,Z( -1)j Tr(Fr, H:((G, K@ K’))). (The map Fr is 
defined as the composition HL(G, KOK’) +F* Hi(G, F*K@F*K’) -+q@@ 
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Hf.(G, KOK’)). By 7.2 we have H:.(G, K@K’) =0 for all i, hence the left- 
hand side of (9.2.1) is zero. The right-hand side is also zero since, under 
our assumption, 9 is empty. 
We now prove that 
(9.4.2) Theorem 9.2 holds under the following assumptions: C = Y:C, 
C’ = SYt, C’ (as in 9.3), 8’ 1 2:. is a constant sheaf, & 1 .Z: is a nonconstant 
sheaj: 
We first show that H:,(G, K@ K’) = 0 for all i. We may assume that L, L’ 
are conjugate in G (see (9.4.1)). Then K,, Kb are clean, see (9.1.1), and by 
7.2 it is enough to show that Hf.(L, K,@f*Kb) = 0 for any i and any 
isomorphism f: L z L’ given by conjugation by an element in G; the last 
equality follows from 7.7 and our assumption on 8, 6’. From the vanishing 
of H:(G, K@K’) we deduce, as in the proof of (9.4.1) that the left-hand 
side of (9.2.1) is zero. We now show that the right-hand side of (9.2.1) is 
zero. It is enough to show that for any n E 8, the sum 
c. ~x~.,,!t) x,.,&n&‘) is zero. By the trace formula for Frobenius 
ma’,,, thi., sum is equal to the alternating sum of traces of the Frobenius 
map on Hf(Z, &@ad(n)*&‘). It is enough to show that the last space is 
zero for all i. This follows from 7.7 and our assumptions on &, 8’. 
Next we show: 
(9.4.3) Theorem 9.3 ,follows -from its special case in which Z?‘““, n 2tSn 
TG= (e). 
- - - -, Let r= Z’““, n 2:. n YG and let G = G/r. Let L, L’, C, C be the images of --- 
L, L’, C, C’ under the canonical map p: G + G. Note that G, L, L’, c, c’ 
have natural F,-structures. Let B (resp. Y’) be the local system on C 
(resp. C’) defined by 4 (resp. 9’) by the isomorphism C % C 
(resp. C’ 1 Cl) induced by p. Let (PI : F*F z g, Cp’, : F*g-’ z F’ be induced 
by cp, , cp; . Then 9 is L-equivariant (since f c a”,) and similarly 9’ is Z’- 
equivariant. We can define a complex R on G in terms of G, E, 1 H P,..., in 
the same way as K was defined in 8.1 in terms of G, L, b,.... We define -- 
similarly R’ on G, in terms of G, L, 1 IX! 8’,.... We have K= p*K[dim r], 
K’ = p*pCdim rl, QL.G,c,.s,,,(~) = ( - 1 Idimr PL,G,c,F.~,(P(u)~ and 
Q ~~,~,c,,w.,&4 = (- 1 )dim’Qz,,c,c,.s,,,;(~(~)). 
It follows immediately that the truth of (9.3.1) for G implies the truth of 
(9.3.1) for G. We have ZZ’F n Z?‘p, n Z& = {e> and (9.4.3) follows. 
We now show: 
(9.4.4) Theorem 9.2 holds under the following assumption: there exist 
parabolic subgroups P, P’ of G, defined over F,, having L, L’ as Levi sub- 
groups. 
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We may assume that L, L' are not conjugate in G (see (9.4.1)), so that 
K,, Kb are clean (see (9.1.1)). We shall use the description (8.2.3) of K; note 
that in our case, the map II/ is defined over Fq. We deduce that 
Similarly, we have 
xK’,Jg) = lPfFl -’ c XO’,&&- ‘gx’)). 
X’EGF 
x’ - ‘gx’ E Z’ up 
It follows that 
lGFl ~’ 1 xcpP( g) xtc.qA g) 
= I@ -’ lPFl -‘I prFl -’ 
x c 
geGF 
xg,&P(x-‘g4) xl’,~pb(~P,(x’-‘gx’)). 
x,.x’ t GF 
x - ‘gx E zup 
x’ ‘g-x’ t Z’ Up’ 
We partition he last sum into partial sums according to the P-P' double 
coset of xP ‘x’. The partial sums corresponding to double cosets PnP' such 
that n-'Pn, P' do not have a common Levi subgroup are zero. This follows 
from the identity: C UE U; x~,~P( gu) = 0 valid for any F-stable parabolic 
Q $ L and any gE QF (which follows from the fact that K, is strongly 
cuspidal and clean) and from the analogous identity for B’. 
Consider the partial sum corresponding to a double coset Pn,P' such 
that n;'Pn,, P' have a common Levi subgroup. We may assume that 
no-'Ln,=L'; our partial sum can be rewritten as 
lLFl -’ IL’FI -’ 1 c L?,,,(5) k.,@W) 
nt@ St‘rF 
WE PnoP' 
and (9.4.4) follows. 
9.5 
We now prove that Theorem 9.2 holds for G under the assumption that 
Theorem 9.3 holds for G replaced by Z:(s) where s is any semisimple 
element of CF. 
We shall evaluate the left-hand side of (9.2.1) using Theorem 8.5. We 
have 
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(The notations L,, C,,..., are as in 8.4; these depend on S. The notations 
L:., C:.,..., are defined similarly in terms of L’, C’,....) By our assumption, 
we have 
(To be able to apply our assumption, we must first verify that the 
appropriate complexes on L.,, Lt.. are strongly cuspided. This follows from 
the assumption (9.1.1) together with 7.11(b).) Note that 
Note also that for n E Z’(s), the condition nL,n-’ = L:. is equivalent to 
the condition nxLx ~ ‘n ~ ’ = x’L’x’ -~ ’ (since s is isolated in xLx -‘) and the 
condition nC,n ~ ’ = C’,, is equivalent to the condition ?zxC.~~‘n--’ = 
s’C’x’ ~ ‘. Hence 
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We now make the change of variable (x, x‘, n)~--+ (x, n, n’), n’ = x’- ‘nn. 
The condition nxLx-‘n-l = x’L’x’-’ becomes n’Ln’-’ = L’; the condition 
X ‘-‘sx’EZ, becomes n’x-ln-lwzxn’pl.C;, i.e., x-lsx E n’+‘C; n’. Since 
n’-‘C;n’nC, = 125, we must in fact have n’-‘C;n = C,, hence n’ E 8. Our 
sum becomes 
We now make the change of variable (s x, o) H (cr, x, u’), (T = x- ‘.sx E 27, 
“‘=x-l ux E aC n Z’(O)~. Our sum becomes 
as required. 
9.6 
We shall now prove that Theorem 9.3 holds for G under the assumption 
that it holds for groups of dimension strictly smaller than that of G. We 
can easily reduce the general case to the case where E, &’ are irreducible, 
which we now assume. By (9.4.3) we may also assume that EZFn 2’:. n 
TG = (e}. The argument in 9.5 can still be partly carried out using 8.5; it 
gives the following identity: 
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Since 3: n 5:. n $Y’G = {e}, by assumption, we must have s = e in the 
last expression, which is therefore equal to: 
IG’I -’ 1 Qus.c.~,&) Qw,c~.F.&) 
utCF 
- lLFl IL’“1 1 c x,-.,,(5) xF.,~,(~w’). (9.6.2) 
neR <EC+ 
We can write & in the form Ce EX 9 (if we identify Z?‘““, . C with ZE’E”“, x C); 
here ?? is a local system of rank 1 of Z?““, . Moreover, ‘pO: F*6 7 d may be 
identified with 6, IZ $1, where 6, : F*C!Y 13. Similarly, we identify 6’, & 
with g’ EX 9’, 8; EX 4; where ie’ is a local system of rank 1 on 2:’ and 
6;:F*Yr%'. 
Note that in (9.3.1) (8, cpO) and (e’, &) do not enter explicitly; only 
their restrictions (9, ‘p, ), (9’, cp’, ) to C, C’ matter. Hence to prove 9.3 we 
are free to choose (<YY’, 6 ), (Y, S’,) as we please. 
Assume first that (SO,.)“‘# (e>. We consider a nontrivial character 
8, : (~~,,)“- Q 7. There is a unique pair (?Y’, S’,), where 3’ is a local system 
of rank 1 on YF, and S’, : FY‘ 3 +?‘, such that x!$,,~; = 8,. Then 3’ is not 
isomorphic to 0,. We take 9 to be the local system Q, on Z?‘““, and we select 
any isomorphism 6 I : F*Y 5 Y. With this choice of (??,6, ), (Y’“, S’, ), the left- 
hand side of (9.6.1) is zero, by (9.4.2); hence, the expression (9.6.2) is zero. 
Thus, 9.3 holds for G, (,F, 4,) and (5’, 4;). It also holds in the case where 
(20 )“= [ej and (y(‘)I’# fp) . since L, L' play a symmetric role. We are 
thefefore reduced to the caie where (Y(j-)‘= (zY(:,)~= {e). 
A torus over F, which has no rational points over F, other than e is 
necessarily an F,,-split torus and we must have q = 2. (This fact is also used 
in [3, Proof of 6.91.) Thus -Cry-, YZ’F, are F,-split tori. It follows that L (resp. 
L’) is a Levi subgroup of a parabolic subgroup P (resp. P') of G, defined 
over F,. Therefore, we may use (9.4.4) and we see that the left-hand side of 
(9.6.1) is zero. Hence, the expression (9.6.2) is also zero, so that 9.3 again 
holds. 
It is clear that the arguments in this section and the previous one provide 
an inductive proof of both Theorems 9.2 and 9.3. 
9.7 
We preserve the setup of 9.1. We denote by 8” the local system on C 
dual to &: the stalk 8; is equal to Hom(&, 0,). We denote by 
cp;:F*& - 1 R’ the contragredient of ‘pO: F*& % 8 (i.e., the isomorphism 
characterized by the property that for any 4 EC, 9”“: 8, % 8’; is the 
isomorphism contragredient to cpO: &Ft 3 &(. Assume that 8,&’ are 
irreducible. Let Q(S, 8’) be the set of all elements n E 13 such that ad(n)*&’ 
is isomorphic to Q-. We associate to 12 EO(&, 6’) a number E(IZ)E a,? as 
follows. Let [: ad(n)*&’ 3 6” be an isomorphism (it is unique up to a non- 
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zero scalar in 0,). Then s(n) is characterized by the property that in the 
diagram 
we have [. &, = s(n) #(I. [, for all < E 2. Clearly, s(n) is independent of the 
choice of [. One checks that s(nl) = s(n) for all ZE LF so that E factors 
through a function on 13(&, 8’)/LF denoted again E. 
We have the following result: 
LEMMA 9.8. If n E 8, then 
E(n) 4 dim,.-dimL (LFI if n E 0(&. 8’) = 
0 otherwise. 
Proof: The fact that this sum is zero when n +! 0(8,&‘) follows from 7.7, 
exactly as in the proof of (9.4.2). Assume now that n E t9(S, 6’). Then the 
local system 8= ad(n)*&‘@& is isomorphic to the direct sum 0,@8,, 
where 8, is a direct sum of irreducible nonconstant local systems, which are 
3: x L-equivariant. From the proof of 7.7 we see that Hi.(C, $I ) = 0 for all 
i. It follows that Hf.(Z, b)rHf(C, Qe,). 
The isomorphisms qDo, & induce an isomorphism @: F*8% 8, which 
respects the summand Q, and induces on it e(n) times the obvious 
isomorphism F*012i0,. By the trace formula for Frobenius maps, our 
sum is equal to the alternating sum of traces of the Frobenius map on the 
spaces H:,(C, 8). Hence it is equal to s(n) C,( - l)‘Tr(F*, H’,.(C, 0,)). 
Consider the map f: E -+ C constructed in 7.7 (for L instead of G) in 
terms of a base points y E Z. By choosing VEZ~, we may assume 
that c and f are defined over F,. From the proof of 7.7 we see that 
Tr(F*, H:.(C, 0,)) = Tr(F*, Hf.(z:, 0,)). Hence our sum is equal to 
s(n) C( - l)‘Tr(F*, Hf.(z:, a,)) = s(n) Ic”I = E(H) lLFl [Y~‘l~ IiT”“,(y)‘I -I. 
By (7.1.2), a”,(y)/%““, is a (connected) unipotent group. It follows that 
I~CJ(~)FI. Iop~l = I(oJ”,(~)/~~“O,)F[ =qdim~‘LO(~)--dim~.OL=qdimL-dimZ, This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
Using the lemma, we can now reformulate Theorem 9.2 as follows. 
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COROLLARY 9.9. With the assumptions of 9.2, we have 
I@ -’ c xtdg) x,c.qAg) 
gtGF 
= (.,,,f, ,,L E(n)) qdimzpdimLd. (9.9.1) 
I f 7% 
In particular, the left-hand side of (9.9.1) is zero unless there exists n E G’ 
such that nLn - ’ = L’, nCn -’ = C’, and ad(n)*&’ is isomorphic to 8”. 
9.10 
Now let C = 2: C, C’ = ai. C’, 9, cp,, 8’, cp; be as in 9.3. We assume 
that B, 9’ are irreducible as local systems on C, C’. Let b, qpo (resp. 
&‘, cpb) be the inverse image of 9, ‘p, (resp. 9’, cp’,) under the canonical 
map C -+ C resp. C’ -+ C’. If n E 8, we have clearly 
With the notations in 9.7, this equals E(n) qdlmL-dlmZ lLFj IZ??zpo,“I -’ if 
ad(n)*&’ is isomorphic to &” and is zero otherwise. 
We now assume that L’= L, C’= C, &’ = I” qb = cp;. We shall prove 
that in this case 
E(n) = 1 for all nE e (9.10.2) 
(notations of 9.7). 
According to [4, 9.21, the local system x,(6’) on Y (notation of 8.1) has 
a canonical direct summand 9 which is characterized by the properties 
(a) 3 is an irreducible local system and it has multiplicity one in 
x*(8 
(b) X:IC( Y, 9) # 0 for .Y in a dense subset of the set of unipotent 
elements in E 
Clearly F*Y also satisfies (a) and (b). Hence the isomorphism 
cp’: F*rc,($)~rr~(z:‘) induced by qb maps F*S isomorphically onto 9. 
Now let [: ad(n)*&’ + b’ = 6’ be an isomorphism. Then [ induces an 
isomorphism [, : ~~(2’) s ~~(2’) ( see [4, 3.53 or 10.2), which necessarily 
preserves the summand 9. From the definitions it follows immediately that 
in the diagram of isomorphism 
h07!?7 3.4 
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~*@‘)F(y) -L ~*@‘)FoJ) 
‘p’ I I ‘p’ 
n*(b),, A x*m, 
we have ii .d’ = s(n)@ * i,, for any y E Y. The same identity must then hold 
in the diagram 
Since 3 is irreducible, ii must act on each FV as multiplication by a scalar 
in 07, independent of y. This forces s(n) to be equal 1, as stated in (9.10.2). 
We note also that, according to [4, 9.21, for any element g E N,(L) we 
have automatically gCg - ’ = C’ and ad( g)*$’ z &‘. Using this and (9.10.1), 
(9.10.2), we can reformulate Theorem 9.3 as follows: 
-COROLLARY 9.11. We make the assumptions of 9.3; in addition, we 
assume that B. 9’ are irreducible. Then 
uecF 
uni 
IN~(L)F/LFI . (opF( --1 qdimC-dim(U~~) 
if L’ = L, C’ = C, F’ = F, cp; = cp I- 
= 
0 if there is no g E GF such that 
gw’ = L’, gCg-‘= c’, ad(g)*F’xF” . 
(Here, F is the local system on C dual to F and cpi : E*F 5 F is 
the contragradient of cp 1, (cf. 9.7).) 
10. ORTHOGONALITY FOR CERTAIN CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS 
10.1 
In this chapter, we preserve the assumptions of 8.0. (Note, however, that 
the definitions in Sections 10.1-10.3 make sense for any algebraically closed 
ground field k. ) 
Let L, C, b, K be as in 8.1. We assume that d is irreducible. Let A be an 
admissible complex on G which is isomorphic to a direct summand of K, 
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(see (8.1.2)). Then V, = Hom(A, K) is a finite dimensional Q,-vector space. 
Let d = End(K) be the endomorphism algebra of K in A’G: it is a finite 
dimensional semisimple algebra over 0,. Composition of maps (0, u) -+ 0. u 
(0 E J$, v E V,) makes V, into a left (irreducible) d-moule. 
Note that A H V, is a l-l correspondence between the set of irreducible 
components of K (up to isomorphism) and the set of irreducible left .al- 
modules (up to isomorphism). 
10.2 
The algebra d is at the same time the endomorphism algebra of the 
local system n,$ on Y (notation of 8.1). We now describe & following [4, 
3.41. Let ./lr be the set of all n E NG(L) such that nCn- ’ = C and such that 
ad(n)*6 is isomorphic to b, (ad(n)g=ngn-I). Then M=, L and we set 
w  = ..Y’/L; it is a finite group. 
if M’E O-, let ‘J,, : 8-t 7 be the isomorphism defined by yn( g, XL) = 
(g, WC’L), where n is a representative for MI in ,/t‘. 
Let &,,,. be the one dimensional Q,-vector space of all homomorphisms of 
local systems 2-t ~$2, over y. Since rr,y,*z= IC,~, we have a natural 
imbedding zJ,,.~E~~(Jz,~) =&rd; we identify &,,. with its image in d. We 
then have 
Under the multiplication in the algebra A!, we have &,V. &We = J&,,,; 
moreover the unit element of d is contained in A$,, where e is the unit 
element of PV~. If we choose a basis element O,V in S& for each w, we then 
have 
8,,. . e,,., = i( w, w’)Q ,,,,,, I, where EL( ~1, w’) E &a:. (10.2.1) 
In particular, each 8,. is invertible. We also see that J& is the group algebra 
of %+-, twisted by a 2-cocycle. 
10.3 
We now state two orthogonality relations for d. 
Let 1: JZ? --f & be an automorphism of the algebra d. Let V,, I’,,..., V, 
be a set of representatives for the isomorphism classes of irreducible left ZZ’- 
modules V with the following property: there exists an isomorphism 
z 6J: V+ V of a,-vector spaces such that I~,(&) = ~(0) I Jv) for all 8 E -oi’, 
1) E V. Let us choose such an isomorphism t V, : Vi + V, for each i (1 d i < r); 
11,, are defined uniquely up to a nonzero scalar. We can now state 
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i 
1 if i=j = 
0 if i#j (foranyl<i, j<l). 
(10.3.1) 
= trace of the linear map eHe,l~-‘(0) 8,, 
of & into itself (for any w, w’ E w). 
Here, all traces are taken over 0,. 
(10.3.2) 
The proof of (10.3.1), (10.3.2) is essentially the same as that of the Schur 
orthogonality relations in the case of ordinary group algebras. 
10.4 
Assume now that K (see (8.1.2)) is isomorphic to F*K. Let cp: F*Kr K 
be an isomorphism. 
If A is an admissible complex of G which is isomorphic to an irreducible 
component of K, then so is F*A. Let V,, I’,*, be the corresponding left 
&‘-modules (see 10.3). We define a map p: VA + I’,*, as follows. Let 
v E V, = Hom(A, K) and let F*(v) be the corresponding homomorphism 
F*A + F*K. By definition, p(u)= qo F*(v): F*A + K. Then p is an 
isomorphism of Q,-vector spaces. It is &-semilinear in the following sense: 
p(Bv) = r(0) p(v), where z: d -+ d is the automorphism of the algebra &’ 
defined by z(8)=cpoF*(0)ocp-1 (f3Ed). 
If qA is an isomorphism F*A 7 A, then the map I’,*, -+ V, defined by 
Vl++V1°4D,4 -’ is an isomorphism of &-modules and its composition with p 
is an d-semilinear map oA: V, + V,, (TV =P(v)o(P;~, which is an 
isomorphism of Q,-vector spaces. (Conversely, if there exists an d- 
semilinear map V, + VA which is a Q,isomorphism, then F*A is 
isomorphic to A.) We have a natural isomorphism 
0 (A@ VA)zK, 
A 
where A runs over the set of irreducible components of K (up to 
isomorphism). It gives rise, for any ge G and any integer i, to an 
isomorphism at the level of stalks: 
This isomorphism can be described as follows: Let a E &‘;(A ), v E V, . Then 
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u defines a homomorphism ug: Xi(A) -+ XL(K) and a @ v corresponds 
under (10.4.1) to v,(a). 
Now cp: F*Kr K defines an isomorphism Y?&~)( K) s LP~( K) which will 
be denoted again cp; similarly, pa : F*A % A defines qa : JY?~F(~)(A) % &‘:(A). 
If F(g)=g and (p,:F*A-+ w A, it follows from the definitions that the 
endomorphism qa @ cA of X;(A) @ I’, is compatible, via (10.4.1), with the 
endomorphism cp of Xi(K). On the other hand, if F*A 8 A, then cp maps 
the image of Xi(A)@ V, CT S’;(K) onto a summand corresponding to a 
different A. It follows that 
Tr(cp, Z~(K))=~Tr(cp,, X;(A)) Tr(a,, V,4), 
.4 
(10.4.2) 
sum over a set of representatives A for the isomorphism classes of 
admissible complexes which are isomorphic to irreducible components of K 
and which are isomorphic to their inverse image under F, for each such A, 
we assume chosen an isomorphism qA: F*A 7 A and we define oA(u) = 
cp~F*(v)o (PA’ as above. (The traces are are taken over a,.) 
If we now replace cp: F*K+ K by 8,,.0 cp (see 10.3) for some w  E W and 
keep qA unchanged, then (TV is changed to 0,,0 eA (0, acts on V, by the 
d-module structure of V,). The identity (10.4.2) remains valid and gives: 
Tr(8,.ocp,~6(K))=CTr(cp,,~h(A))Tr(B,.oa,, VA), (10.4.3) 
.4 
where A, cpa, (TV are as in the sum (10.4.2). 
We now multiply both sides of (10.4.3) by Tr((8..oa,.,)-‘, V,,) (where 
A’ is one of the terms of the summation in (10.4.3)) and we sum over all 
UJ E #“. Using (10.3. I), we obtain 
Tr(cp,,, %;(A’)) 
= I-ly-J --’ c Tr(e,.ocp, ~h(K))Tr((B,,~a,,)~‘, V,,) (10.4.4) 
1 E * 
for any admissible complex A’ which is isomorphic to an irreducible com- 
ponent of K, such that there exists qDAS: F*A’% A’. Taking alternating sum 
over i in (10.4.4), we obtain the following identity for characteristic 
functions (see (8.4.1)): 
XA .rpA = I-JU -’ c Tr((~,.oa,)-‘, VA) x~,~, ‘p (10.4.5) 
H,E I 
valid for any admissible complex A which is isomorphic to an irreducible 
component of K and any isomorphism (P,~ : F*A r A. (Recall that gA(v) = 
qoF*(u)ocp,‘.) 
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10.5 
Formula (10.4.5) is applicable to any admissible complex A on G such 
that F*A is isomorphic to A. Indeed, given such A, we can find L, C, 8, K 
as in (8.1.1), (8.1.2) such that A is isomorphic to an irreducible component 
of K. Then F*K is obtained from F-IL, L- ‘C, F*b in the same way as K is 
obtained from L, Z, 8 (see (8.1.2)) and PA is isomorphic to an irreducible 
component of PK. Since PAZ A, it follows that A is isomorphic to an 
irreducible component of PK. Using 7.6, we see that there exists gE G 
such that gLg-‘= F-IL, gEg-’ = F-‘2, ad(g)*(F*&)w& (ad(g): 
.E’+ F-‘Z, ad(g)x= gxg-‘). By Lang’s theorem we can write F(g) = 
g;‘F( g,) for some g, E G. Let L, = g,Lg;‘, C, = g,Eg,‘, C$ = ad( gi)*&‘. 
Then FL, = L,, FZ, =.X1, E*&‘i E 8,. Since replacing (L, C, &) by 
(L,, C,, &i) does not change K, we see that we can assume that FL = L, 
FZ = C, and that there exists an isomorphism cpO: F*l r d of local systems 
over C. 
This gives rise to an isomorphism cp: F*Kr K, as in (8.1.3). The formula 
(10.4.5) is then applicable to this K and cp. 
10.6 
Now let w  be an element of w; choose a representative n for w  in JV and 
an element ZEG such that z~‘F(z)=n-I. We set Lw=zLz-‘, CW=zCz-‘, 
6” = ad(z-i)*b (a local system on C”‘). Then FL, = L” and F.E” = C”. We 
define an isomorphism cp;: Fb” r 8’” in terms of qq, : F*d r & and of the 
fixed basis element 8, of dw, (see 10.2), as follows. The basis element 8,. 
defines for each 5 E C and isomorphism of stalks &t r &n)nenm~. Hence, 0, 
defines for each 5’ E Z”’ and isomorphism Gim~F(cl)Z + &n:n;-lF(C.)Znm~ = &FcZ-le,Z,. 
Composing with the isomorphism qo,: ~F(Z~~s,Z)+&i-~5.1, we get an 
isomorphism &Z-+(5,)z --f &== i5,;, i.e., an isomorphism && -+ 8;:; this is 
induced by a well-defined isomorphism cp;: F*&” s d”‘. We define 
rr”‘: p-, Y’“, d”‘, K”, cp”‘: F*K” SK”’ in terms of L”, C”, B”, cp; in the 
same was as rc: B--t Y, 2, K, cp: F*Kr K are defined in 8.1 in terms of 
L z, 6, vo. 
We have r” = Y and the map (g, XL) -+ ( g, xz - ‘LW’) is an isomorphism 
j: P-+ p commuting with the projections q xw onto Y. It is clear that 
j*z”’ is canonically isomorphic to 8. Hence j induces an isomorphism 
rc,$~ 7cTz”w hence an isomorphism j’: KS K”‘. One checks from the 
definitions that the following diagram is commutative 
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It follows that for any g E GF and any integer i, we have the equality 
Tr(f3,.0 cp, Z’gK) = Tr(cp”, XiK”‘). (10.6.1) 
We now replace K by its Verdier dual DK. (Note that DK is obtained 
from L, C, &’ in the same way as K is obtained from L, 2,&T.) The 
isomorphism cp[: P*& ” %6- (see 9.7) gives rise to an isomorphism 
cp”: F*DKr DK. We consider an element w’ E WA, and we choose z’ E G 
such that z’-‘F(Y) = n’-‘, where n’ E A’” is a representative of MI’. We 
define L”“, Z”“, (6’ )““, (DK)““, (~p”)~‘, as above, in terms of z’. Then we 
have an identity analogous to (10.5.1): 
Tr(B,ocp” XiDK)=Tr((cp”)““, X;(DK)““), (10.6.2) 
where 0, denotes the automorphism of DK contragredient to 8,... From 
(10.6.1) and (10.6.2), we deduce that 
lGFI--l 1 xX.,o,, Jg) XDK,e;.:m-(g) 
gGGF 
= I@-1 -I c xw,++(g) xcm)n,(qp- p(g). (10.6.3) 
,qEC;F 
We now make the assumption that IC(z’, I)[dim C] extended to L, by 0 
outside 2, (as well as its Verdier dual) are strongly cuspidal, clean com- 
plexes on L. This implies that the analogous statement is true for 
IC(EiM’, b”‘)[dim LY] extended to L”‘, by 0 outside En’, and for its Verdier 
dual. Hence we may apply 9.9 to evaluate the right-hand side of (10.6.3); 
we find that it is equal to (C, E(V)) qdimreddlmL, where v runs over the set 
0(P, (&“)““)/(Lw’)F (see (9.7)) and E(V) is defined as in 9.7. 
The map v-+~*=z’~’ vz is a bijection between @a”‘, (cS’“)“‘)/(L”‘)~ and 
the set of elements $E w  such that F(G) = w’OW-‘. Moreover, from the 
definitions, we see that E(V) can be expressed in terms of v* as follows: 
e,;J-‘(e,)e,, =&(V)e$? (w’-‘F(P)w = C), (10.64) 
where I is the automorphism of the algebra d, defined in 10.4. 
On the other hand, for arbitrary 0 E w, we have 
e,lz-ye,)e, = 2. en,.-LFcO,w. (A E Oh:) (10.6.5) 
(using (10.2.1) and the identity r(~&,) = J&I,,,,.) 
From (10.6.4) and (10.6.5), we see that C, E(V) is equal to the trace of the 
linear map 0 -+ 8,’ rP’(fJ)O, of & into itself. (The elements 8,, (0 E %‘“), 
form a basis of ~2.) This trace can be expressed as in (10.3.2). 
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Hence (10.6.3) becomes 
gem” 
= dh-dimlC y-r(ewoA, 4 VA) Tr((B,.a,)-‘, VA), (10.6.6) 
A 
where A runs over a set of representatives for the isomorphism classes of 
irreducible perverse sheaves which are components of K and are such that 
there exists VA : F*A 1 A. (Then gA is defined in terms of (Pi, cp as in 10.4.) 
10.7 
Let A,, A, be two admissible complexes on G and assume that we are 
given isomorphisms (Pi,: FrA, 2 A,, qAI: F*A,r A,. For j= 1,2, there 
exist Lj, Cj, &J as in (8.1.1) (with 3 irreducible) such that Aj is isomorphic 
to a direct summand of the complex Kj constructed in terms of Lj, Zj, 5. in 
the same way as K is constructed in (8.1.2) in terms of L, X, 6. By 10.5, we 
may assume that FLj= Lj, FZj = Cj and hat there is an isomorphism 
v,,~: F*c$s &J (j= 1,2). Let ‘pi: E*Kjr Kj be the isomorphism defined by 
cpoj, (see (8.1.3)). Let Koj= IC(E,, q)[dim Z;.] extended to Lj by 0 outside 
Zj. We make the following assumption: 
(10.7.1) rf L, is conjugate in G to L,, then the complexes K,,, DKO,j are 
strongly cuspidal and clean on Lj, for j = 1, 2. 
We shall denote ((Pi,) “: F(DA,)rDA1 the isomorphism con- 
tragredient to (Pi,: F*A, 3 A,. 
We can now state 
THEOREM 10.8. With the assumptions in 10.7, we have 
I@ -I c XA,.v.&) XA~,q&f) 
geGF 
= 
i 
0 $A, is not isomorphic t DA, 
-c (10.8.1) 
9 ifA, = DA, and VA, = (q&) -. 
Here, c = codim. supp A,. 
Proof: Assume first that (L,, .X1, 8;) is not conjugate in G to 
(L2, Z;,, &&). Then, by 7.5, A2 is not isomorphic to DAl. To show that the 
left-hand side of (10.8.1) is zero, it is enough, by the trace formula for 
Frobenius maps to show that Hi.(G, A, 0 AZ) = 0 for all i. Using 7.2 we see 
that it is enough to check that for any isomorphism f: L s L’ which can be 
realized by conjugation by an element of G, we have 
Hi.(L, K,,, @f*K,,*) = 0. But if f exists at all then, by our assumption 
(10.7.1), K,,, and f *K,,, are clean; since f *K,,2 is not isomorphic to DK,.,, 
the equality Hf.(L, K,,, 0 f *KO,*) = 0 follows from 7.8. 
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We now assume that (L,, C,, 8,“) is conjugate in G to (L2, C,, $). We 
cab then assume that Lz = L,, YE’, = C,, & = 8;; we shall write 
L, C, 8, K, cp instead of L,, C,, Fl, K,, ‘pl. 
We shall use the identity (10.4.5) for x~,,~~,. The analogous identity for 
x~~,+,~? can be written in the following form: 
(10.8.2) 
where aDA*: V,,, + V,,, is defined in terms of qA2 : F*DA, 3 DA, and 
cp-: F*DKrDK. 
I@-1 ~ ’ gFGF XAwp,,(g) XAW& A’) 
= lwl-* C Tr((@,aA,)-‘, VA,) Tr(ew,aDAZ2 VDA,) 
w.w’t x. 
Using (10.6.6) we see that the last expression is equal to 
lwlp2 c W(~,a,4,)p’, VA,) Tr(en.,amz, VDAz) 
M.,w’ t *f 
.4 
xTr(B,.a,, V,4) Tr(B,.,a,))‘, V,).q- 
(where A runs over the set described in (10.6.6)). Using now (10.3.1) twice, 
we see that this equals 0 if A, ~5 DA, and it equals q-” if A, = DA, and 
(Pi, = (p&. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
10.9 
We shall state a variant of Theorem 10.8. We keep the notations and 
assumptions of 10.7. In addition, we assume that Cj = Z?‘:, . C,, where C, is 
a unipotent class in L, and that (4, ~p~,~) is the inverse image under the 
projection Cj + C, of (9, ~p,,~), where 8 is a L-equivariant irreducible 
local system on Cj and cpI.j: F*F”19, (j= 1,2). 
We then have 
THEOREM 10.9. 
(10.9.1) 
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(The notations in the last sum are as follows: we set L= L, = L,, 
‘x=c,=z,, c.T=&1=$ ‘po=cpo,J: F*JTl r &. Then YV, K, cp: PK 5 K, 
VA,’ VLJ.4,~ QV”,P GVDA are defined in terms of L, Z:, 8, ‘p. as in 8.1, 10.2, 
10.4, and we set L” =2.zLz-1, where z-‘F(z) is a representative for w--l in 
N,(L). We set c = codim, supp A, .) 
Proof. Assume first that (L,, C,, LP,“) is not G conjugate to 
(L2, C2, FZ). By the trace formula for Frobenius maps it is enough to show 
that Ht(G,,i, A, @AZ) = 0 for all i, where Guni is the variety of unipotent 
elements in G. Using (7.3.1) we see tha it is enough to check that for any 
isomorphism f: L, z L, which can be realized by an element of G, we have 
Hz((L,)““i, K,,, Of*&,,) = 0 for all i. If such f exists at all then, by the 
assumption (10.7.1), K,,, and f*K,,, are clean. We may clearly assume that 
they have the same support (i.e., f.Z= C’). By 7.8, we have 
Hi(L,, K,,, Of*Z&J = 0 for all i, hence Hi(Z’“,, . C1, &r Of*&) = 0 for all 
i. This implies that Hr(C,, $i @f*P*) =0 for all i, and hence HL((Ll),,i, 
K,,, of*&,) = 0 for all i, as required. 
We now assume that L, = L, = L, C, = C, = C, &I = 6’; = 8, ‘po,, = cp&. 
We shall use the following analogue of (10.6.6): 
ucGF 
uni 
=q-‘~.Z?~~-‘#{P~W 1 w’-‘F(O)w=O}. (10.9.2) 
The proof is entirely parallel to that of (10.6.6); it uses 9.11 instead of 9.9. 
(Note that in the present case there is a canonical choice for the basis 0, of 
d, see [4, Sect. 91; it satisfies 8,0,. = (I,,,,. and l(0,) = OF-~(,).) 
Using (10.9.2), (10.4.5) for xa,,,, and (10.8.2) we see that 
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(We have used the following fact: 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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